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Smartphone users expect the presentation of Web sites on their mo-9

bile browsers to look and feel like native applications. With the10

pressure on library Web developers to produce app-like mobile sites,11

there is often a rush to get a site up without considering the im-12

portance of reusing or even restructuring the data driving the Web13

sites. An additional challenge is the content maintenance required14

of any Web site, regardless of platform, underscoring the advantage15

of pulling content from other systems to decrease redundancy. This16

article highlights case studies from two large research universities,17

examines how each one is streamlining its data for multiple Web-18

based platforms, and discusses how to work toward making data19

more flexible so content is delivered from single source points rather20

than duplicated on individual delivery platforms.21
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INTRODUCTION24

Today’s libraries are facing more complex Web challenges than ever before

Q1

25

as they work to provide users with seamless research experiences, requir-26

ing numerous services to communicate with one another and access con-27

tent shared across multiple platforms. Although the functionality provided in28
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these services is important, the portability and flexibility of the data is also29

crucial in order to decrease redundancy, make content maintenance easier,30

and allow the data to be adaptable for each desktop or mobile platform. It31

is our role as members of the library community to help create cultures of32

reusable, flexible data that can be accessible on any platform.33

Libraries use an array of systems in a mixed environment of home-34

grown, vendor-supplied, and open source applications, posing a challenge35

to seamless access. Technology environments in which all applications are36

completely built by libraries themselves would still have difficulty reusing37

data sources for diverse online distribution. Most library technology environ-38

ments have very few internally-built applications, especially smaller libraries39

that do not have developers on staff. Many vendor systems provide APIs40

(Application Programming Interfaces), which can provide the ultimate level41

of flexibility for providing data when and how a library needs them to be42

delivered, under their control, and while meeting the needs of a specific43

library’s users.44

The path to flexible data for Web delivery within libraries is not an easy45

one, but both library users and content managers will appreciate the efforts46

taken with such an approach. This article examines case studies highlighting47

efforts to streamline data at two different research libraries: the University of48

Alabama Libraries in Tuscaloosa, Alabama (http://www.lib.ua.edu/) and the49

University of Houston Libraries in Houston, Texas (http://info.lib.uh.edu/).50

These two large libraries’ experiences and ambitions to create environments51

of flexible data are useful for Web and systems librarians struggling with52

similar challenges. In addition, these case studies attempt to demonstrate the53

benefits of these efforts for library users.54

LITERATURE REVIEW55

The information technology field is abundant with online articles about using56

APIs, open source software, and tools to help manage specific types of con-57

tent. However, the library field lacks resources that specifically address the58

challenges and solutions involved in managing a lot of data across multiple59

systems and presenting them to users in more streamlined, useful ways. Two60

specific articles offer advice on integrating systems, streamlining data, and61

taking advantage of Web services to improve user experience: Beyond Infor-62

mation Architecture: A Systems Integration Approach to Web-Site Design by63

Krisellen Maloney and Paul J. Bracke (2004) and Web Services and Widgets64

for Library Information Systems by Godmar Back and Annette Bailey (2010).65

In addition to those articles, there are a few books that contain chapters66

or small sections that address this topic. In Content And Workflow Manage-67

ment For Library Web Sites: Case Studies, Holly Yu (2004) explained in oneQ2 68

chapter the importance of database-driven Web sites, but most of the book69
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focused on the workflow for maintaining content within content manage-

Q3

70

ment systems (CMSs). In the book, Library Mashups: Exploring New Ways71

to Deliver Library Data, editor Nicole Engard (2009) included articles from72

25 significant contributors around the world, and many of these articles pro-73

vide great insight and how-to tips on streamlining data as well as mashing74

multiple services together to create new services.75

CHALLENGES TO STREAMLINING DATA76

As more digital and online services are expected by our users, libraries typ-77

ically operate more than one Web-based system. A large library will likely78

manage a more robust array of systems than a small library. Consequently,79

with an increase in the number of applications comes an increase in com-80

plexity when striving to make the systems work seamlessly together across a81

library’s Web presence. It becomes difficult to reduce the amount of content82

silos, as many of those systems are CMSs.83

Many academic libraries today run CMSs for their main, public-facing84

Web site, allowing library staff to easily manage content without know-85

ing markup languages. With the proliferation of vendors providing user-86

friendly, relatively inexpensive, and easy-to-configure cloud-based library87

services, many libraries are now, in essence, managing multiple CMSs.88

For example, great numbers of libraries are using tools like the Library à89

la Carte (http://alacarte.library.oregonstate.edu/) or Springshare’s LibGuides90

(http://www.springshare.com/libguides/) for CMSs to manage their research91

or course guides and incorporate more social interaction functions into their92

Web presence. Some libraries are even using CMSs to manage the content of93

their libraries’ mobile Web site, self-help knowledge bases or FAQ systems,94

calendaring or event systems, and news blogs. Updating content across so95

many different CMSs could prove to be a daunting task or a disaster without96

incorporating a plan to streamline the content and reduce duplication of97

both content and content management efforts.98

In addition to multiple CMSs, libraries also run multiple complex Web-99

based, database-driven applications like the library’s catalog, course reserves,100

ILL services, digital libraries, and institutional repositories. Some libraries also101

use tools for managing structured data that include the administration of102

staff directories, electronic resources, library hours, branch information, and103

more. Additionally, Web-scale discovery platforms have become common104

applications for enhancing the findability of a wide range of library resources.105

These systems pull together disparate content into a single index for a better106

search experience in traditional and mobile Web environments. They have107

varying degrees of flexibility to enable libraries to pull information from108

the catalog or other repositories for display in other Web pages. Discovery109

layers are powerful components of many modern academic libraries’ Web110
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environments, but they do not preclude the need for other tools that help111

manage numerous other services and functions across multiple platforms.112

Library users also interact with these library systems across multiple113

client platforms, including desktop computers, tablets, and other mobile114

devices. The systems may not work the same across each of these platforms.115

Traditional mobile alternatives may not be optimal for larger tablet platforms.116

Touchscreen devices create additional challenges for determining how best117

to create an interface that is usable and works effectively across platforms.118

The number of entry points to find and use library resources has grown119

due to a number of reasons. First, libraries are increasing the number of120

Web-based library services and systems they offer to users. Second, these121

systems are integrating within external systems such as CMSs, course guides,122

and even social media tools like Facebook. Multiple entry points increase123

the chance of student success in finding appropriate resources. However,124

streamlining data and presenting it uniformly within each of those access125

points poses more challenges for libraries. If not implemented properly,126

the numerous access points could become confusing to users and create127

challenges for librarians trying to pull information out of one system and128

into another.129

MAKING AN INVESTMENT130

Streamlining data is potentially a costly venture. Integrating homegrown,131

open source, or vendor products into existing Web sites, services, and plat-132

forms is time consuming, especially when care is taken to avoid disruption133

to users. The availability of appropriate staffing is also a major consideration.134

Open source initiatives require library staff who are trained, have the skills,135

or have experience in implementing flexible data solutions. Vendor-supplied136

products also require staff investment but come with support systems to assist137

libraries with their efforts.138

If your library is interested in streamlining data for cross-platform Web139

delivery and it is able to make changes to its Web environment, it might140

be helpful to ask several questions before making an investment in this141

venture:142

• Is the product or service that contains your data open source or licensed?143

• Is the service hosted remotely or locally? Does it matter? If hosted, can I144

pull my data out of the system, and in what format?145

• What are the system’s inherent API capabilities? How detailed is the doc-146

umentation about what the API can do? Does the API permit complex147

interactions or simply widget construction?148
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• Is there a mobile counterpart? How robust is it? How different is the inter-149

face on each platform? Is the functionality that is available on the desktop150

version also available on the mobile version?151

• What are my overarching organization’s mobile efforts? Are they streamlin-152

ing data sources that might be helpful to know about for my library’s data153

environment?154

• Are community collaboration opportunities available? If there are, is the155

broader campus or general community focus what is best for my library’s156

data environment?157

• How well will the product integrate with my library’s existing systems?158

Knowing the answers to these questions before making an investment in159

money, staffing, and time will help you come closer to the ultimate goal of160

having a more flexible environment for your data.161

CASE STUDIES: TWO LIBRARIES, ONE GOAL162

Like many academic libraries, the University of Alabama (UA) and the Uni-163

versity of Houston (UH) face a vast array of challenges with providing users164

with comprehensive library services across platforms, interfaces, and envi-165

ronments. As the technologies students use expand from traditional desk-166

top/laptop devices to smartphones and tablets, library staff want to build167

usable applications and interfaces to meet these users where they are. To168

support this goal, both UA and UH are working to ensure data is not repli-169

cated for the purpose of delivery across platforms.170

UA171

At UA Libraries, the Web Services Department is responsible for all Web172

and application development and maintenance. The department consists of173

two library faculty members and three professional staff. Members manage174

multiple Web sites, the discovery application, and an open source digital175

CMS along with numerous other projects. The department and the libraries176

operate in a mixed environment of homegrown, vendor-supplied, and open177

source applications. Like many academic libraries, UA Libraries relies on a178

variety of technologies for a broad range of services, but also works with179

institutional applications of which there is more limited control. The libraries180

have been and continue to be engaged in a variety of campus technology ef-181

forts that provide an opportunity to increase the visibility of library services in182

applications and sites with a broad set of functions and greater student usage.183

Blackboard Mobile (http://www.blackboard.com/platforms/mobile/ov-184

erview.aspx) and Blackboard Learn (http://www.blackboard.com/platforms/185
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learn/overview.aspx) have been the primary campus applications that have186

been integrated with online library services; however, they have provided187

a considerable challenge to data delivery efforts. Blackboard Mobile is188

a suite of mobile applications that can feature a variety of campus re-189

sources including course registration, maps, and event calendars. The li-190

braries implemented basic library search functions and contact information191

within UA’s Blackboard Mobile app. While the contact information was192

static, the search functionality relied on REST APIs (http://en.wikipedia.193

org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer) from the libraries’ discovery appli-194

cation. Thus, the AquaBrowser discovery system was linked to Blackboard195

Mobile simply by passing queries through URLs. The main tasks for imple-196

mentation of the library search feature involved mapping XML fields and197

setting the appropriate labels for those fields. The work to integrate library198

services into Blackboard Mobile provided UA with an institution-wide library199

presence in a full-featured native app for iOS and Android and a robust Web200

app for Blackberry.201

The greater challenge for continued service integration with Blackboard202

Mobile arose when the libraries switched to a new discovery application.203

Library staff had to rewrite the query strings and XML field mapping and204

work with Blackboard to deliver those changes into an updated version of205

the mobile app. The data source changed, so the applications that relied on206

that data source must adjust. This is indicative of the reality of technological207

change and data streamlining efforts. Building cross platform services from208

multiple data sources does not preclude the necessity of future changes and209

adjustments as underlying data sources change over time.210

UA’s Blackboard Mobile app has a broad reach across campus. Deliver-211

ing library services to that environment was not something the libraries had212

the resources to accomplish if replicating data sources and building sepa-213

rate applications were required. In this case, streamlining data delivery was214

made possible because the vendor’s application had robust APIs that made215

it possible.216

Blackboard Mobile and Blackboard Learn are quite different prod-217

ucts, and their technical structure varies, making library staff’s work with218

Blackboard Learn a separate and unique challenge. At UA, Blackboard219

Learn has a broad reach as faculty members rely on this CMS platform220

for delivering information and resources to their students. Library inte-221

gration is essential because without course-specific resources available222

from within Blackboard Learn library, users may never realize they exist.223

With Blackboard Learn, the libraries’ focus had been getting the informa-224

tion and resources from library course guides into the respective course225

in Blackboard. Course guides are created using Springshare’s LibGuides226

(http://www.springshare.com/libguides/), which provides limited APIs for227

presenting guide data in other Web environments or sites. While LibGuides228

still represents a separate source from the library Web site or discovery229
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application, the APIs provide efficiencies in delivering LibGuides’ content230

across platforms without replication. Integrating search functionality into231

Blackboard Mobile and LibGuides’ data into Blackboard demonstrates the232

importance of application APIs.233

Third-party products can limit the ways in which staff can deliver data,234

but homegrown systems are limited only by themselves. When internally de-235

veloping any Web site or application, it is essential to consider how you can236

get the content into different platforms or online environments. Database-237

driven Web sites and applications make this capability easier, but there is238

still much that careful planning can improve with regards to representing239

your data in other places.240

APIs are critical for third-party applications, but they are also something241

to build into your own systems. You can accomplish this through imple-242

menting a RESTful architecture to provide access to your application’s data243

via URL parameters. An application that can return XML output via SOAP244

or REST protocols opens up the options for streamlining data delivery to a245

variety of Web and mobile environments. Web applications with this level of246

capability may be further in the distance for your Web development capacity247

or needs, so starting simple with just getting your data into a database may248

be a more reasonable first step.249

SQL-based Web databases are widely used in popular applications like250

WordPress (http://wordpress.org/) and Drupal (http://drupal.org/). Those251

CMSs provide a quick way to get static Web content into a database. Database252

variants such as MySQL are not only open source but also have strong253

user communities and many useful tools. The staff at UA libraries spent a254

considerable amount of time moving sites into Drupal and moving numerous255

client-based Access databases to the Web-friendly MySQL platform. These256

Access databases were sitting in folders on Windows share drives of staff257

workstations, and moving them to a Web-based environment was essential258

to facilitate cross-platform delivery. Database-driven sites also make mobile259

use much easier. Moving these databases had the side effect of drastically260

improving staff workflows and eliminating arduous steps used to update261

these old databases for Web display.262

The largest internal development project at the University libraries was263

the Acumen (http://acumen.lib.ua.edu/) digital collections application. Acu-264

men serves in the same capacity as a product like OCLC’s CONTENTdm265

(http://www.contentdm.org/). It is built with PHP and a MySQL database266

with Solr handling searching and indexing (see Figure 1). Acumen also has267

OAI compatibility, allowing for the item metadata to be harvested which268

provides flexibility in how the content of Acumen is accessed. OAI already269

enables staff to easily pull Acumen material into our discovery application.270

The UA libraries staff continues to explore other possible delivery platforms,271

but feel confident they have built a system with the requisite functionality272

for streamlined data output to multiple sources.273
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FIGURE 1 Acumen is UA Libraries’ open source digital collection application with OAI com-
patibility.

Homegrown and third-party applications provide different challenges,274

but in the end the functional goals with regard to data output and accessi-275

bility are the same. It is important to be able to get the data out to various276

applications, sites, and platforms. The platform seeing the greatest growth277

among those accessing library services at UA is mobile. When considering278

how to get our content mobile-ready, we considered what information users279

would want to see on these devices and how that information should be dis-280

played. Smartphone screens are limited, and mobile users generally are not281

doing extensive scholarly research via their phones. Tablets present different282

challenges for data delivery because they have greater screen sizes but very283

different user interfaces and input methods.284

When considering mobile use, library staff must decide between build-285

ing a native app or a mobile app. In this case, mobile apps made the286

most sense because the staff did not have to learn multiple mobile operat-287

ing systems or purchase an iOS SDK. For our main Web site, the libraries288

looked toward existing mobile frameworks to quickly push its efforts for-289

ward. They considered multiple frameworks before settling on JQuery Mobile290
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(http://jquerymobile.com) due to its flexibility in handling different mobile291

operating systems and its capability to easily pull data from many of the292

existing data sources used by our full Web site. However, this framework293

does not solve the problem of data duplication if there is no existing capa-294

bility to pull and represent content in a mobile environment. Some data use295

REST APIs or automatically render for mobile, but a considerable amount of296

Web site content does not. While the Web content is in a database, it still297

must be properly wrapped for a mobile environment. This is not to say that298

the content is not mobile accessible; the pages render perfectly on all the299

smartphones and tablets tested. It is perhaps more accurate to say that the300

content has not been optimized for those platforms.301

The UA Libraries work with multiple third-party, homegrown, and302

vendor-supplied applications and have attempted to gain the best efficiencies303

possible from those systems to push library resources and services to users304

in a variety of other applications, sites, and platforms without duplicating305

content. Despite the libraries’ best efforts, work remains to bring multiple306

data sources together. For third-party and vendor-supplied products, APIs307

are critical. It is important to understand the API functionality of any external308

application. With homegrown applications, it is important to properly design309

them with the ability to share data across multiple environments.310

UH311

UH Libraries, like the University Libraries at UA, work in a mixed environ-312

ment of homegrown, vendor-supplied, and open source applications. The313

Web Services department consists of two full-time librarians, a one-year con-314

tract library fellow, and four professional staff. Of those four staff, one is315

a project manager, two are Web developers, and one is a Web designer.316

Department members develop and manage multiple Web sites and online317

services, conduct user experience testing, and provide Web usage data anal-318

ysis. Web Services librarians and staff also work closely with the other depart-319

ments within the libraries who manage discovery tools, metadata, electronic320

resources, digital libraries, finding aids, and work on numerous other projects321

with appropriate stakeholders. The UH Libraries continuously investigate the322

possibility of providing information across multiple platforms any time a new323

service is introduced. In most cases, this involves developing new processes324

or developing new programs to facilitate interactions. It is essential that the325

data be portable and flexible so when the time comes to move to another326

system, all data are not lost.327

Staff and librarians at UH Libraries try to adhere to the COPE philosophy:328

Create Once, Publish Everywhere. This philosophy was originally conceived329

by Daniel Jacobson, formerly the Director of Application Development for330

NPR, currently the lead API engineer for Netflix, and co-author of APIs:331
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A Strategy Guide (Jacobson, Brail, and Woods 2011). COPE suggests that332

staff try to build CMSs (and not Web publishing tools), focus on separating333

content from display, and ensure content modularity and portability. Staff and334

librarians follow these philosophies when developing homegrown systems;335

proprietary systems are more closed and limit their ability to modify or port336

data. The following scenarios showcase what the UH Libraries are doing to337

accomplish integration of data among several different interfaces.338

An example of the UH Libraries’ application of the COPE philosophy339

can be seen in the implementation of LibAnswers. Springshare’s LibAnswers340

(http://www.springshare.com/libanswers/) is a reference management sys-341

tem, reference analytics tool, and knowledge base. It is essentially a CMS, and342

librarians and staff were initially concerned about information on the main343

Web site being replicated within LibAnswers. Although easy to configure for344

each library environment, they took their time in integrating the knowledge345

base portion of the system across libraries’ Web presence because it was346

not always cognitively obvious how to best configure it for each of those347

environments. Staff systematically approached different service areas of the348

main Web site, such as the Help pages for the catalog, ILL service, discovery349

service, etc., and moved content from the main Web site into LibAnswers in350

a FAQ style.351

A great example of how UH library staff are trying to streamline the352

content within LibAnswers is to take a look at the Libraries’ Electronic Re-353

sources Help page, where all the content on the page is dynamically pulled354

from LibAnswers (see Figure 2). Even on the UH Libraries’ Facebook page355

(https://www.facebook.com/uhlibraries) there is a tab called “Library Help”356

with a LibAnswers knowledge base search box embedded on that page.357

By doing it this way, the page does not have to be updated often, at least358

until Facebook changes its structure for the page and staff must make ad-359

justments. The content users will encounter in all these unique places now360

has the same written voice because it is coming from one source. Also, be-361

cause of thoughtful planning, librarians are now delivering consistent help362

at multiple points-of-need across the libraries’ Web presence. Planning the363

content in this way allows staff to pull specific pieces of content out of the364

knowledge base and display it in other places, such as within Blackboard365

Learn or on the mobile Web site.366

Embedding tools like the LibAnswers knowledge base in multiple places367

across a library’s Web site is just one simple approach to streamlining data.368

Fortunately, UH Libraries have a Web Services team with developers who can369

create more advanced solutions in support of the COPE philosophy. Running370

Drupal as the CMS for the main Web site has also been helpful, because371

Drupal is not just a CMS but an application development tool as well. UH372

staff have successfully built several custom modules with API functionality.373

The next several examples go into more detail.374
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FIGURE 2 Content specific to electronic resources is pulled out of LibAnswers and displayed
directly into the ER Help page to reduce redundancy.

Like all libraries, the UH Libraries license electronic resources for users.375

With information about databases already being in both the catalog and376

electronic resources management system, library staff were determined to377

streamline the display of data on the Web site. They wanted to have the378

ability to pull the list of available databases from their Innovative Inter-379

faces’ Millennium (http://www.iii.com/products/millennium_ils.shtml) sys-380

tem and easily display that list on the Web site. They accomplished this by381

developing the Electronic Database System (EDBS) application. This appli-382

cation, which is also a Drupal module, automatically takes in the MARC383

file from the catalog and parses the file in order to store the informa-384

tion on the Web site and display specific details about the databases.385

There is also an administrative part to the module that allows liaison386
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librarians to determine what databases should be displayed on each subject387

page, and they show up automatically under their predefined category on388

that page. The subjects (http://info.lib.uh.edu/edbs/subject) and the types389

(http://info.lib.uh.edu/edbs/type) are predetermined by the Metadata and390

Bibliographic Services Department.391

Future plans with EDBS include making the database list on the Web392

site work with the mobile site using RESTful API calls. The API call would393

allow the mobile site to communicate with the main site and display the same394

database information. Additionally, the new implementation would provide395

a marker to show which databases are mobile-friendly. Using this marker,396

the staff can also filter out only the mobile-friendly databases to display on397

the mobile site.398

Another custom Web application that developed within the UH Libraries399

was the Staff Directory System (SDS). The goal was to create a staff directory400

that could be edited and maintained in one place and be serviced in multiple401

systems. Building the system in this way allowed for staff directory changes402

to be automatically updated in all of the other locations, such as the main site,403

mobile site, and intranet. UH Libraries developed this Drupal module with404

RESTful API calls to provide the different types of information, including a405

list of departments, all staff, just librarians, just subject librarians, and contact406

information. The information is kept consistent across the various systems407

even though the display varies.408

The Libhours application was originally developed with an approach409

similar to the development of the previously mentioned EDBS. The Millen-410

nium system provided a table that kept the library hours for various library411

branches across campus. This table was output to a file that was then saved412

to the site, processed, and then displayed on the Web site. RESTful API calls413

were created so that other systems could pull the same hours information and414

display it within those systems. This mobile Web site also used Libhours. The415

mobile site had RESTful API calls to the Web site to get the hours and then416

display them in a mobile-friendly interface compared to the main Web site.417

However, there was a problem with this approach. The Millennium system418

could not differentiate among the different university sessions and periods419

(such as spring break, fall semester, etc.) within the same location. When the420

branch hours varied at different times, a lot of manual manipulation of the421

file was required for it to display the correct times for the different periods.422

The solution was to completely rebuild the Libhours application so that423

it no longer used the Millennium file. The downside was that staff no longer424

had one place to input the hours information. Since Millennium could not425

display all the information required in the file, they felt having more accurate426

data outweighed the task of some data duplication. They have since totally427

rebuilt the Libhours Drupal module with a new look for the user interface428

and also an administrative interface where library staff can enter their own429

hours for each location. Even with the new Libhours application, the RESTful430
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API calls are still available to let them pull hours into the mobile site from431

the main Web site.432

In addition to building custom applications in order to more easily433

distribute data, staff also built an API to interface with a third-party sys-434

tem, CONTENTdm. At the time, they were running version 5.4, and they435

needed a solution to help add the desired functionality requested by the436

Digital Services Department and digital library users. An API call was made437

to create citation information for a specific collection or item from within438

CONTENTdm. The citation API was used to make sure the citation informa-439

tion was pulled along with a digital image within the Digital Cart application,440

which was another custom system developed for the digital library. Future441

plans include building a mobile site for the digital library. API calls will be442

used to get the digital images into a mobile-friendly site and allow library443

users to have the digital library in the palm of their hands.444

This is just a selection of applications the staff and librarians have im-445

plemented to assist with efforts in making content more flexible. The UH446

libraries continue to look for ways to further streamline systems to allow for447

easier data collection and system maintenance, all while enhancing users’448

experiences interacting with these systems and services.449

TAKEAWAYS AND CONCLUSION450

The experiences of technology librarians and staff at UA and UH are not451

unique. Many libraries face similar data challenges. What is noteworthy is452

the concerted efforts both organizations have undertaken to reduce data453

duplication. The case studies showcase the importance of APIs in both third-454

party applications and homegrown solutions as a key to avoiding duplicate455

data stores. The UA and UH perspectives also demonstrate the necessity to456

approach purchasing or developing an application with not only an under-457

standing of the need to re-use an application’s data but also with a plan458

of how to accomplish this task based on where the data must go. With459

third-party products, some of the control that makes data streamlining easier460

is likely out of your hands. A seamless environment of concentrated data461

sources delivered to a multitude of online environments is the goal, but462

realistically, this is only partially attainable in today’s complex library tech-463

nology environments. The work of these two academic libraries is focused464

on pushing the effort to streamline data sources as far as possible in their465

environments to provide flexible data delivery and conserve staff time and466

effort. Librarians can use these approaches to develop a strategy for better467

managing data sources in their own organization.468

Modern libraries face technological barriers to providing resources and469

services consistently across multiple platforms and devices. User expecta-470

tions pose significant challenges. With mixed applications from vendors,471
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open source libraries like Sourceforge (http://sourceforge.net), and local de-472

velopment personnel, data must be portable and come together in a sensible473

way for users. However, libraries also must be efficient in not duplicating474

efforts or data to make it possible to achieve this ambitious goal with limited475

resources. Both UH and UA library staff relied on API functionality from476

third-party applications as well as homegrown solutions. This functionality477

repeatedly proved a key component of their data streamlining efforts, in-478

cluding CONTENTdm, LibGuides, Millennium, and the open source Acumen479

application. More generally, Web-based, database-driven sources have the480

ability to provide administrators—and even users—with the ability to extract481

and re-represent data in multiple ways. Neither UH nor UA have completely482

mastered sole-source data streams, but they have gained considerable effi-483

ciencies and learned to recognize the components needed in their future484

applications to help them continue working towards that goal.485
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